Matka Noil Home Furnishing

Background:

Matka Noil Silk Fabric is a combination of a beautiful mix of eternal classics and gentle colours, which suits every generation. It is crafted in sync with today's fashion trends and to fulfil the need to look gorgeous effortlessly every day. It is designed with high quality short silk fibres and it caters to the wide demand of the clients looking for high level of comfort.

Material used:

In Matka Noil Home Furnishings, matka noil silk (2 ply) is used in warp and weft. It is used to develop whole range of home furnishings right from upholstery to made-up and curtains etc.

Technique applied:

Matka Noil Home Furnishing is woven on frame loom mainly in 4 shaft to develop range of all home furnishing item.

How to Distinguish:

- The fabric is densely woven and is apt for home furnishing range.
- The surface of the fabric has short fibres which gives rough texture on the fabric.
- Fabric handle is soft when compared with similar cotton fabric.
- The fibre smell like hair or burning.
- Different woven structures like basket, hounds-tooth, diamond etc are brilliantly used to develop furnishing range.